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K S Krishnan - An outstanding Scientist
1898-1961
K S Krishnan, an outstanding physicist as well as

rials and the associated spectroscopic studies, the

an eruditescholar in philosophy, has been a role

magnetic behaviour of crystals including the study

model of a teacher - a guru - to a whole genera-

of the relationship between the magnetic anisot-

tion of Indian scientists. Calcutta, Dacca,

ropy and the atomic arrangements in the crystal

Allahabad and Delhi had the privilege of having

lattice, electrical transport phenomena in solids,

him as aninteUectual star. He was a product of

lattice dynamics and thermionic emission, the

the golden age of Indian science in the twenties

sequence being more or less in the chronological

and thirties, a tradition which he maintained till

order. It is indeed remarkable that he made a

the fifties.

significant mark in everyone of these topics, a
fact which invokes even greater admiration when

Kariamanikkam Srinivasa Krishnan was born on

we realize that Krishnan combined all these with

4 December 1898 in the village Villupanoor

deep love, scholarship and erudition in Indian

(Vizhupanoor) in the Tirunelveli (Ramnad) Dis-

philosophy~

trict of Tamil Nadu, the son ofa school teacher.

right from his early childhood.

Tamil literature and Carnatic music

After schooling in Watrap and Srivilliputtur town,
he studied in American College, Madurai, and
Christian College, Madras, before accepting the
post of a Demonstrator in Chemistry in the Christian College. In 1923, he went to work as a
research scholar with C V Raman in the Indian

In the early 1920s, Raman started his studies of
the scattering of light ·from various materials,
having already made a mark by his work in
acoustics, especially the behaviour of Indian
musical instruments. The linkage with the work

Association for Cultivation of Sciences (lACS),

of the classic giants of acoustics like Rayleigh

then at 210 Bowbazar Street, Calcutta. In De-

and Helmholtz made the group to study the inten-

cember 1928, he moved to the Dacca University

sity and the polarization of the light scattered by

as the Reader of Physics with S N Bose as the

various molecules, slowly discovering facets

Head of the Department. In 1933, he came back

which were not quite along the expected lines.

to lACS, Calcutta as the Mahendra Lal Sircar

The historic events of 28 February 1928 have

Professor of Physics. In 1942, he was made the

been aptly summarized by K R Ramanathan, a

Professor and Head of the Department of Physics

ringside spectator and participant in the events. It

at the University of Allahabad. In 1947, Krishnan

appears that on that fateful day Krishnan had to

moved to Delhi to become the Director of the

attend some domestic ceremonies and came after

National Physical Laboratory. On 14 June 1961,

lunch to the Association. The day happened to be

he died after a heart attack.

a little cloudy. Raman, keen to carryon with the
investigations, decided to use a mercury arc lamp

The scientific work of Krishnan covered the

which was the next brightest source. However

investigations of th~ scattering of light by mate-

unlike the white light of the sun, the mercury arc

Articles appearing in this issue (pages 2-7, 30 and 47) have been reproduced from Current Science,
VoI.7S, No.ll, 1998 and Vo1.79, No.5, 2000 .
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gives ~l fe~ characteristic lines. Thus Raman decided to analyse the scattered light with the available spectrograph. When Krishnan came after
lunch, he found the Professor excitedly arguing
about the new radiation. Instead ofthe photometric measuring of the intensity of light scattering,
the spectral analy,sis :of the scattered light had
revealed wave length .sh ifts . .Krishnan quietly
checked the observations and before the evening
he had studied benzene and carbon tetrachlor~de
which were available as purified liquids. The
analogy with the wavelength shifts observed in
theC6mpton effect, 'which had been awarded the
Nobel . Prize and was very much in the news,
showed that there may be novel quantum effects
qujte .different from the classical Rayleigh or
Tynd~H or Mle scatterings. Thenextfew days,
weeks anci' month~ w~~e therefore periods 'of intense actfvityforKrfshnan, Raman and others
studyfngthe various aspects of this new phenomenon. Thepublicatiionsduringthis period showall
the exCitement of these new explorations.

The saga of Raman effect,theinelasticscattering
ofJight, has a 'special place in the development of
quantum ideas of radiation. It showed Indian science at its best. The studies rapidly moved from
the efforts to understand the full physics .of the
. phenpmenontothl;applicationofthis newknowledge as a tooIto study various molecules, gases,
liquids and solids. During this cen'tury, India has
ndt perhaps"succeeded in recapturing this leadership p:6siti6n;:'Som'e peersons with aflairror the socalledinv~stigativ~journalism have attempted·to
pa,jnta picture th~t Krishnan,had .actually made
the discovery and tbatRaman had taken the credit.
Such~ninformed mudslinging does great harm to
b~thRers~ns. No .one goes up by pulling down
others. FoftunatelyRainanand Krishnan had great

mutual respect and affection, visiting each other
fairly regularly.
Krishnan used his innovative experimental skills
to setup a new method ofrneasuring the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility incrystals.With
modest facilities available at Dacca, he suspended
the crystal by a quartz fibre in auniform magnetic
field. The anisotropy produces a torque which
could be measured. The effect could be'amplified
by using liquids with a susceptibility equal to the
mean value. This simple idea enabled him to
perform a whole series of delicate magnetic measurements and relate them to the anisotropic
atomic arrangements in crystals like graphite,
benzene and naphthalene. The studies on rare
earth and ferromagnetic salts gave the first integrated evidences for the crystal field theories.
Schoenberg, who .' was a young scholar in the
University of Cambridge, recalls how he was
inspired by Krishnan's elegant exposition of this
simple method and started to use it successfully
to study the (de Htass-Van Alphen) magnetic
susceptibility of metals at high fields and low
temperatures. Schoenberg was later to visit National PhySical Laboratory in the early fifties and
set upa good group working on low temperature
physics. These investigations .of .Krishnan, in
lightscatteringand magnetic meas"rement~, were
considered so profound that he was ele,ctedto the
Fellowship ofthe Royal Society, London in 1940
at a reIativelyyoung age of 42 years.
The movement to Allahabad in 1942:" produced
another gem of a work from Krishnan, this time
in theoretical ideas. Along~ith , a y~)Ung colleague A B Bhatia, Krishnan sta~~ed to aryalyse
the electrical behaviour of binary alloys, flrstin
the framewor.k of the Bragg-Williams approxi-
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mati on, and later ofmetallic liquids. In the analy-

In his personal life, Krishnan was one who com-

sis of the electron scattering processes respon-

bined deep scholarship in many areas with high
human values of ethics and justice. He was at the

sible for the electrical resistivity, they introduced
a new formalism of treating the potentials. Many
years later the idea was popularised by Ziman in
dealing with many molten metals and alloys and

same time a model of humility and dignity, with
no trace of arrogance. His mastery of Sanskrit and

. is called the Ziman fo~rna1ism. Along with S K
Roy, Krishnan also investigated the lattice dy-

Tamil literature as well as Indian philosophies
made him an unusually rounded personality. He
loved tennis and bridge and could be quite witty

namics of alkali halides and other systems, at a

in conversation. When he died, he left behind his

time when many aspects of the theory were not

wife, two sons and four daughters as well as
numerous other colleagues to mourn the loss.

fully understood.
Moving to the National ;Physical Laboratory,
New Delhi, Krishnan conceived of another ingenious idea to measure the thermionic emission
constants. The eqUilibrium radiation in an enclosed cavity approaches the black body distribution and can be studied by having a small
orifice through which the radiation leaks out. In
an analogous fashion, the electron distribution in
a heated cavity comes into equilibrium thermonic
emission and could. be studied by allowing the
electron stream to effuse through a small orifice.
Along with S C Jain, a set of investigations were
done to confirm these vapour pressure measurement ideas and to estimate the thermionic emission constants of several materials. Krishnan's
versatility allowed him to solve a number of
mathematical questions concerning the temperature distribution of such systems.

The scientific stature of Krishnan attracted numerous honours. The fellowships of almost all
Indian Academics, and of several Academics/
Societies abroad, the Knighthood of the British
Government, the first Bhatnagar Memorial Award,
the National Professorship at the age of 60 and
numerous honorary doctorates rested lightly on
his shoulders, making no difference to his humility and. human qualities. In the late forties and
fifties, he . had to spend .considerable time in
working with the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, University Grants Commission,
Department of Atomic Energy and several other
government agencies. All these he did along with
his pursuit of science and culture.
Hewa~perhaps

a current day model ofthe ancient

sages or rishis who made India great.

The collected works ofK SKrishnan were edited
by K Lal and brought outby the National Physi-

E S Raja Gopa/

Department of Physics
Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore 560 012, India.

cal Laboratory in 1988.
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